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            	Products
Iridium GO! Telstra Grab 'N' Go Bundle

You can now connect your smartphone or tablet to the Iridium satellite network with the Iridium GO!  The Telstra Grab 'N' Go Bundle comes in a Telstra Waterproof Hard Case and includes all the accessories. GO! anywhere with your Iridum GO! bundle.
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	Satellite Phones
	Docking Units/Car Kits
	Satellite Accessories	Antennas
	Cables
	Satellite Phone Accessories
	Dock Accessories


	Mobile Boosters & Repeaters
	3G/4G & Wi-Fi Modems
	Solar Panels and Power Banks
	PLB's
	Hand Held GPS
	2-Way Radios
	Defibrillator and First Aid Kits
	Travel Essentials
	LED Torches	Knives


	Power Stations



	Airtime
Airtime Options

Whether you need something short-term or long-term, SatPhone Shop has a range of airtime plans that is right for you.
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	Telstra Satellite Airtime
	Iridium Pre-Paid
	Iridium Post-Paid	Iridium GO! exec post-paid


	Inmarsat Pre-Paid



	Rentals
An Affordable Option

Renting a satellite phone or safety equipment is a great way to try before you buy...it couldn't be any easier with SatPhone Rentals!
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	Satellite Phone Rentals
	SIM Only Rental



	Network
We're a Telstra Dealer

SatPhone Shop is Telstra's largest mobile satellite dealer.  Check out our product range and airtime plans to suit your needs.
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	Telstra (Iridium Satellite) Network
	Iridium Satellite Network
	Inmarsat Satellite Network
	FREE SMS to Iridium User
	FREE SMS to Inmarsat User
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                Price Guarantee...our promise to you!

SatPhone Shop will beat, or at the very least match, any genuine written or printed quote for the same products or bundles offered by any competitor.
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				   The staff at SatPhone Shop were lovely to deal with, explained it in a way that was easy to understand and were very prompt at having my items processed and posted. A special thanks to PJ who served me - she was great! Thanks again!


				   				   	
				- Renee, Bendigo, VIC				    

				   				    
			

			
       
			    				   
				   
				   I found the staff at SatPhone Shop to be excellent to deal with. They where very helpful, pleasant, and understanding.


				   				   	
				- Marion, Charters Towers, QLD				    

				   				    
			

			
       
			    				   
				   
				   Great service and follow up service. SatPhone Shop kept me up-to-date with the delivery and contacting me after delivery to make sure the product was delivered and I was happy with it. I would highly recommend SatPhone Shop and happily purchase off them again.


				   				   	
				- William, Holroyd, NSW				    

				   				    
			

			
       
			    				   
				   
				   It was a pleasure dealing with the staff at SatPhone Shop. I had no problems at all and all of my questions were answered straight away. Once activated, I will bring in my ICT so that I can activate my SatPhone and my Iridium GO! ready for another Sydney to Hobart campaign.


				   				   	
				- Terry, Blackburn Sth, VIC				    

				   				    
			

			
       
			    				   
				   
				   Telstra referred me to SatPhone Shop and I was pleasantly surprised to find that they not only had stock available, but they were willing to work with our extremely tight time frames to be able to pickup the same day.


				   				   	
				- Patrick, Silverwater, NSW				    

				   				    
			

			
       
			    				   
				   
				   Your staff and service is super! Easy online! Great on the phone.

				   				   	
				- Julie, Katherine, NT				    

				   				    
			

			
       
			    				   
				   
				   SatPhone Shop's customer service was excellent in all aspects from answering my queries to the delivery of my satellite phone. SatPhone's own set up instructions were an added bonus that made quick work of setting up my new satellite phone.


				   				   	
				- Phillip, Sydney, NSW				    

				   				    
			

			
       
			    				   
				   
				   Very fast delivery of my products and the staff were very helpful. I will return for future products.

				   				   	
				- Scott, Port Agusta, SA				    

				   				    
			

			
       
			    				   
				   
				   I went to the store in Mulgrave and PJ couldn't help enough, she was so good at explaining the phone and how the system works. Highly recommend SatPhone Shop for its experience.

				   				   	
				- George, Melton, VIC				    

				   				    
			

			
       
			    				   
				   
				   This has been the best business deal I’ve done in a long time – and as I operate a company where our clients are used to receiving instant information as well, this has been a pleasure to be on the receiving end of such expertise and efficiency. My phone arrived less than 24 hours after the order in WA! Thank You PJ!


				   				   	
				- Lisa, Fremantle, WA				    
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                    Why the ZOLEO is essential for every traveller                
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                    Meet ZOLEO. The world's first truly seamless global messaging solution for smartphones.                
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                    SatPhone Shop Communicate Everywhere                
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Contact Information

SatPhone Shop Pty Ltd



Address: 5/8 Anzed Court, Mulgrave, VIC, 3170

Phone (Australia Only): 1300 368 611

Phone (Other Country): +61 3 8512 0256

Email: sales@satphoneshop.com
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